to create an nfl style playbook
Drag Show
African culture show/ Fashion
my idea is to host a large flag football tournament for grades k-12 using the turf at our
highschool
Writing a novel about super heroes and villains.
Writing a second person compilation of stories using only the content of my dreams.
raise money for st jude’s hospital
UEHS reporters, we will go around and find out whats new around UEHS, what people think
we should change, and what do they like and dislike about UEHS
Document the food that the concession stand offers at volleyball tournaments and see if it is
really good for the athletes
I would like make an animation resembling similar styles of that used in Japan
Produce and release a hip hop album
learn to play hockey
Creating meaningful portraits that showcase certain worldly problems to raise awareness
and auctioning the portraits off to donate to charities.
Eric, Danny and I will be creating a 20-30 minute anime episode with an original story,
script, voice acting, and animation.
Travel guide in New York City
Raise money to build our Haitian translator his own house
make a jazz cd composed of some pieces i composed while recording somepieces that
were already arranged
Dog/pet photo book (pets around town & animal shelter)
Our idea for this project is to have some sort of lift off where all of the proceeds go to
charity. We want to try and get someone popular in the lifting community to sponsor the
event. We want to try to contact Bradley Martyn and get him to sponsor it.
We's making an anime
Create a cookbook after learning to cook, then take over a soup kitchen for a day and feed
the needy using our recipes.
I think I want to open a music studio to offer free music lessons to kids in middle school or
high school, if that doesn’t work then I would like to compose a piece of music
Swim lessons 3rd graders and swim practices for 6th graders
My idea for the 20% project is to take creative, artistic photos that revolve around beauty
and fashion today in society. Photos like fashion trends that go with the season, or feminism
and the many different ways beauty can be expressed and identified.
Fiction podcast
build a small log cabin, by hand, on my land with resources from my land and at the same
time "clean up" my land
as i was thinking i could try and start an ultimate Frisbee league
community garden
Research and dive into the world of beauty products and create our own items which will be
sold at school or donated to homeless shelters
Creating a Youtube Channel (Content: Educational/Documentary)
Community Garden in Endicott
Book Tube

Laura and I are going to make brilliant films about our adventures with our friends made with
original music that we made and a sick ass vibe.
Audio drama
possibly working with a younger volleyball team learning how to coach and run drills. i will
be able to work on leadership skills as well.
Make beauty products to sell for profit and to donate to a homeless shelter
Learning to cook and create a cookbook with what i have learned and maybe take over a
soup kitchen for a day and feed the needy
I want to create a game for iphones that I can put on the appstore
Attempt to start a JROTC program
write and choreograph a winterguard show
extreme couponing, volunteering with babies
I want to learn first aid, probably by taking a class, and use those skills to help less fortunate
people in other areas. Traveling somewhere else would be preferable.
Create a new ice cream flavor and have it sold
What would you do if you weren't scared documentary
to make clothes for children in an underdeveloped country or a series of artwork to promote
peace and love
i want to raise money for cancer research through basketball. Like a basketball tournament.
something that involves children
1st: sew dresses and reusable menstrual kits for girls in Africa (kits for Kenyan town) 2nd:
Design a line of clothing tailored to disabled teens or teens with medical devices. 3rd:
Design and value a hotel i've always imagined.
Either I make my own comic book or a documentary
Build an eletric guitar
1:3 (Publish 1 book, and create 3 songs that have an actual use)
To learn Korean
I want to create a video game that builds a world of choices and exploration. I want the
game to be marketed online and teach lessons about humanity along the way.
youth cyo cheer competition
Fishing YouTube channel
Graphic T-Shirt Design
Compose and or arrange music for a Jazz band or Large
Brass Band
our idea for this project is to have some sort of lift off where all of the proceeds go to charity.
we want to try and get someone popular in the lifting community to sponsor the event. we
want to try to contact Bradley Martyn and get him to sponsor it.
Something to do with cats at a shelter
I am working with Claire and we are both going to go on 2 diets over the next several
weeks, a sugar free diet, and a vegan diet. We will also be following a rigorous training
schedule that challenges us and will hopefully help us become more fit. It will be hard, but
our parents agreed to it and we are excited to participate in our project and become
healthier individuals.
i would like to do something with gaming, i'm not really sure as of now.
To interview Amanda Jane Cooper who is currently playing Glinda in Wicked on Broadway. I
want to learn as much as possible about her and the musical. I’m still brainstorming ideas to
do with the information that I learn.
Playing MTG professionally

To be a UEHS reporter going around surveying people on subjects then going out into the
world to test our results.
A diet of four weeks of vegan and four weeks of sugar free and seeing the difference. Then
doing another four weeks of one of the two. Also keeping a good diary and doing physical
exercise daily.
Travel guide for New York City
I am going to be having a carnival at Charles f Johnson
Me and Hashim are going to create a video game
I want to raise money to build a house for my translator in Haiti. Him and his family are
without a home and have been for a while so Shea Noyes and i would like to help him out!
A youth cheerleading competition to benefit the Special Olympics
Remaking the most iconic vines that I personally love, and quote everyday. I aim to do at
least 100 of them because that would be at least 6 minutes of content but some of them
require more work than others.

